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Band structure of the CaÕSi„111…-„2Ã1… surface

Kazuyuki Sakamoto,1,* H. M. Zhang,2 and R. I. G. Uhrberg2
1Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

2Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, S-581 83 Linko¨ping, Sweden
~Received 13 August 2003; published 22 December 2003!

We have investigated the electronic structure of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface using angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy. Two semiconducting surface states were clearly observed in the bulk band gap, and one
was found in a pocket of the bulk band projection. Qualitatively, the dispersions of the two surface states
observed in the band gap agree well with theoretical dispersions for a clean Si~111!-(231) surface with the
Seiwatz structure. Taking this result into account, we conclude that the two surface states in the band gap
originate from orbitals of Si atoms that form a Seiwatz structure, and that two electrons are donated from Ca
to Si per (231) unit cell. This conclusion supports the structure of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface proposed in
the literature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.245316 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 79.60.2i, 61.14.Hg
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, one-dimensional~1D! and quasi-1D
superstructures formed on semiconductor surfaces by the
sorption of metal atoms have been subject of much inte
due to their fundamental and technological importance. Fr
a scientific point of view, various exotic physical phenome
such as formations of non-Fermi-liquid-like ground stat
Peierls-like phase transitions, or order-disorder transition1–6

have been reported for these 1D structures. These obs
tions led to a profound interest to measure the electro
structure of the Ca/Si~111! surface, which is known to form a
series of quasi-1D (n32) reconstructions (n53, 5, 7, and
9! that culminates with a 1D (231) phase at 0.5 monolaye
~ML !.7–9

The lowest coverage (332) phase, with a Ca coverage o
1/6 ML, has been proposed to be ordered according to
honeycomb-chain-channel~HCC! structure10–12 while the
Seiwatz structure~Ref. 13! has been proposed for the highe
coverage (231) phase.7–9 The intermediate phases@the (5
32), (732), and (932) phases# are considered as comb
nations of the HCC and Seiwatz structures.7–9 The experi-
mental surface band structure of the (332) phase was re
ported to be semiconducting,14,15and shows good agreeme
with the calculated band structure of the Li/Si~111!-(331)
surface that was obtained using the HCC model~Ref. 10!.
The good agreement between the experimental and ca
lated surface band structures supports the HCC model fo
basic structure of the Ca induced (332) phase. Further, the
(332) surface with a 1/6 ML Ca coverage, and the
31) surface with a 1/3 ML Li coverage, are similar in th
sense that they have the same number of valence elec
per (331) cell. This indicates that the interaction betwe
the Ca and Si atoms is rather ionic, which supports
proposal16 that a donation, from the metal to the silicon,
one electron per (331) cell is necessary in order to stabiliz
the HCC reconstruction of the Si substrate.

Regarding the other Ca/Si~111! phases, although all o
them were reported to show semiconducting electro
structures,7 there is no detailed experimental study of th
surface band structures so far. The structures of the inter
0163-1829/2003/68~24!/245316~5!/$20.00 68 2453
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diate phases are proposed to be a combination of the
32) and (231) phases and it is therefore essential to fi
understand the surface band structures of these end ph
Since the surface electronic structure of the (332) phase is
already comprehended, it means that the determination o
surface band structure of the (231) phase is quite importan
to fully understand the electronic properties of the Ca
duced 1D and quasi-1D reconstructions on a Si~111! surface.
Moreover, no strong evidence has been reported regar
the atomic structure of the (231) phase, and the determina
tion of the surface band structure of the (231) phase is thus
an important input to the structure determination.

In this paper, we present detailed angle-resolved pho
electron spectroscopy~ARPES! measurements of the Ca
Si~111!-(231) surface. Two semiconducting surface sta
were observed in the bulk band gap, and one in the pocke
the bulk band projection. Qualitatively, the dispersions of
two states observed in the band gap agree well with thos
the surface states obtained theoretically for a clean Si~111!-
(231) surface with a Seiwatz structure. This indicates t
the two surface states in the band gap originate from Si
oms that form a Seiwatz chain, and therefore strongly s
ports the structure of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface pro-
posed in the literature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The ARPES measurements were performed at beam
33 at the MAX-I synchrotron radiation facility in Lund, Swe
den. Photoemission spectra were obtained using an an
resolved photoelectron spectrometer and linearly polari
synchrotron radiation light using three different photon en
gies (hn517, 21.2, and 35 eV!. The total experimental en
ergy resolutions were;45 meV athn517 eV,;50 meV at
hn521.2 eV, and;100 meV athn535 eV, and the angu-
lar resolution was62°. A Si~111! sample (n type! with a
1.1° miscut towards the@ 1̄1̄2# direction was cleaned by di
rect resistive heating following the procedure described
Refs. 17 and 18. After the cleaning, a sharp (737) low-
energy electron diffraction~LEED! pattern was observed
and neither the valence-band spectra nor the Si 2p core-level
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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spectra showed any indication of contamination. Ca w
evaporated from a thoroughly outgassed Knudsen cell-t
evaporator onto the clean Si surface at a substrate temp
ture of ;850 K. The base pressure was below
310211 Torr during the measurements, and below 5310210

Torr during the Ca evaporation.
Figure 1 shows the LEED pattern of the Ca/Si~111!-(2

31) surface obtained after the Ca evaporation. Strong32
spots are observed in the@112̄# direction, whereas only quite
weak32 spots are observed in the@12̄1# and @ 2̄11# direc-
tions. This indicates that a single-domain Ca/Si~111!-(2
31) surface of quite high quality was obtained, and th
ARPES spectra can be analyzed without the ambig
caused by contributions from the two other (231) domains
in the spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2, we show~a! the ARPES spectra of the Ca
Si~111!-(231) surface measured along the@ 1̄10# and@112̄#
directions usinghn521.2 eV and 17 eV, together with~b!
the Surface Brillouin zones~SBZ’s! of the Si~111!-(131)
and (231) surfaces. The spectra in the@112̄# direction were
measured using the in-plane polarization geometry~the elec-
tric field of photons is parallel to the photoelectron emiss
plane! and the spectra in the@ 1̄10# direction were obtained
using the out-of-plane polarization geometry~the photoelec-
tron emission plane is perpendicular to that of the in-pla
polarization geometry!. As indicated in Fig. 2~b!, the @ 1̄10#

direction corresponds to theḠ-J̄-K̄-Ḡ(M̄ ) direction, and the

@112̄# direction corresponds to theḠ-J̄8-Ḡ(M̄ ) direction.
The symbolsM̄ and K̄ are the symmetry points of the (
31) SBZ, and the symbolsJ̄ andJ̄8 are the symmetry points
of the (231) SBZ. The angle-resolved photoelectron spec
were recorded at every 1° from emission angles (ue) of
22° to 61° in the@ 1̄10# direction, and at every 1° from
ue50° to 34° in the@112̄# direction. The Fermi-level posi
tion (EF) that is indicated by dashed lines, was determin
by measuring the metallic Fermi edge of a Ta foil fixed
the sample holder. Compared to the spectra observed u
hn521.2 eV, the cross section of the state with a bind
energy of approximately 1 eV is larger usinghn517 eV at
smallue. The binding energy of this state becomes larger
ue increases in the@ 1̄10# direction, and becomes smaller
the @112̄# direction. Since this state does not cross the Fe

FIG. 1. LEED pattern of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface obtained
with a primary electron energy of 124 eV.
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level and no other state is observed at lower binding en
gies, we conclude that the electronic structure of the
Si~111!-(231) surface is semiconducting. This agrees w
with the result of the angle-integrated valence band study7 in
which no density of states was observed at the Fermi lev

Figure 3 displays the band dispersions of the Ca/Si~111!-
(231) surface along the@ 1̄10# and @112̄# directions ob-
tained usinghn521.2 eV and 17 eV. The bold dashed lin
are the valence-band edge and edges of pockets taken
Ref. 19, and the thin dashed lines represent the symm
points of the (131) and (231) SBZ’s indicated at the top

FIG. 2. ~a! ARPES spectra of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface

measured along the@ 1̄10# and@112̄# directions usinghn521.2 and

17 eV. The spectra in the@ 1̄10# and @112̄# directions were mea-
sured using the out-of-plane polarization geometry and the in-p
polarization geometry, respectively. The angle-resolved photoe
tron spectra were recorded at every 1° in both directions.~b! Sur-
face Brillouin zones of the Si~111!-~131! and (231) surfaces.
Black letters are the symmetry points of the (231) SBZ and the
gray letters are those of the (131) SBZ.
6-2
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BAND STRUCTURE OF THE Ca/Si~111!-(231) SURFACE PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 245316 ~2003!
of each figure. The valence-band maximum~VBM ! is esti-
mated from the binding energy of the Si 2p core level using
the relation betweenEB(VBM) , EF , and EB(Si2p3/2) given in
Ref. 20. The intensities of the spectral features are appr
mately represented by the brightness of the grayscale w
represents the second derivatives of the original ARP
spectra. Here we note that the validity of the use of
second derivative of the spectra has been confirmed by c
paring the binding energies and brightness from Fig. 3 w
binding energies and intensities of the spectral feature
Fig. 2.

Three surface states, labeledS12S3, are clearly observed
in the band gap and pockets of the bulk band projection
Fig. 3.S1, which is the surface state observed as a promin
peak in the spectra usinghn517 eV in Fig. 2, disperses firs
slightly upward and then downward between theḠ and J̄
points. In the second SBZ, the dispersion is upward from
J̄ point to theḠ point. Between theḠ point and theJ̄8 point

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Band dispersion of the Ca/Si~111!-(2

31) surface measured along the@112̄# and@ 1̄10# directions using
hn521.2 eV and hn517 eV. The bold dashed lines are th
valence-band edge and edges of pockets taken from Ref. 19, an
thin dashed lines represent the symmetry points indicated at the
of each figure.
24531
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the S1 band shows an upward dispersion and a downw

dispersion between theJ̄8 point and theḠ point of the sec-
ond SBZ. The dispersion width of theS1 state is approxi-

mately 0.15 eV in the@ 1̄10# direction, and it is approxi-

mately 0.25 eV in the@112̄# direction. TheS2 state is only

observed in the@112̄# direction, and disperses downwar

from the J̄8 point to theḠ point of the second SBZ using
hn521.2 and 17 eV. ThisS2 state is also observed faintl

between theḠ point to theJ̄8 point usinghn517 eV. The
dispersion width of theS2 state is approximately 0.3 eV. Th
dispersion features of theS1 andS2 states indicate that thes
two surface states follow a (231) periodicity. Concerning
S3, we cannot give its dispersion features since this stat
only observed in a smallk// region.

In addition to the three surface states, five other states~the
Bu , S1 , S2 , s1, ands2 states!, which are not observed on
the Si~111!-(737) surface, are shown in Fig. 3. Three or
gins can be considered for these five states. That is, d
bulk transitions, folding of bulk states by umklapp process
and surface states or resonance states. TheBu state, which
completely follows the (231) periodicity, has the same dis
persion features in both the@112̄# and@ 1̄1̄2# directions~the
dispersion in the@ 1̄1̄2# direction is not shown in this paper!,
should not originate from bulk transitions since such bu
features show different dispersions in the@112̄# and @ 1̄1̄2#
directions~Ref. 21!. Further, taking into account that the di
persion of Bu from the M̄ point to the J̄8 point is quite
similar to that of theB state from theḠ point to theJ̄8 point,
we conclude that theBu state results from the folding ofB by
a reciprocal lattice vector of the high quality (231) surface
used in the present study. Regarding theS1 and S2 states,
which are observed in the bulk band gap, they disperse
ward from theK̄ point to theM̄ point. The calculated bind-
ing energies of bulk transitions are much higher than thos
S1 and S2 at the M̄ point.21 Moreover, no structures tha
could be the origins ofS1 andS2 are observed around theḠ
point. Thus,S1 andS2 might be surface states. Thes1 state
is observed clearly around theḠ point of the (131) SBZ
usinghn521.2 eV, and has almost no dispersion.s2, whose
binding energy is approximately 4.8 eV at theK̄ point, has
an upward dispersion from theK̄ point to theM̄ point. Since
this is roughly the dispersion expected for a direct transit
at hn521.2 eV,21 the origin of s2 might be a direct bulk
transition. However, we do not discuss theBu , S1 , S2 , s1,
ands2 states more due to the lack of detailed informatio

In order to discuss the surface electronic structure of
Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface in more detail, we compare th
band dispersions of the two surface states observed in
bulk band gap~the S1 andS2 states! with the dispersions of
the surface states obtained by the theoretical calculations
formed for the Si~111!-(231) clean surface with Seiwat
structure.22,23 Here we note that although the structure of t
Si~111!-(231) surface is called the three-bond scissi
~TBS! model in Refs. 22 and 23, we use the name Seiwat
the present paper since first the structures of the two mo

the
op
6-3
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are basically the same, and second the name Seiwatz
used in the literature on the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface. Fur-
ther, since the interaction between Ca and Si atoms woul
ionic on a Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface likewise the interactio
on a Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface, we compare theS1 andS2
states with the two surface states of the Si~111!-(231) clean
surface that are originally situated just above and just be
the Fermi level. The filled squares and circles in Fig. 4 r
resent the peak and shoulder positions of the ARPES spe
obtained alongJ̄8-Ḡ-J̄ using hn517 and 21.2 eV, respec
tively, and the filled triangles represent those obtained al
the Ḡ-J̄8 direction usinghn535 eV ~spectra are not show
in this paper!. The open squares and circles are the peak
shoulder positions of the ARPES spectra obtained along
J̄8 point to theḠ point of the second Brillouin zone usin
hn517 and 21.2 eV, and plotted in theḠ-J̄ direction by
considering the symmetry of the surface-state band struc
The gray solid lines are the dispersions of the surface st
derived from the theoretical calculations in Ref. 22, and
gray dashed lines are those derived from Ref. 23. The b
ing energies of the calculated surface states are shifted
the upper calculated surface states to the binding energ
the S1 state at theḠ point. Concerning the gray solid lines
the dispersion widths of the two calculated surface states
the gap between them were reduced by a factor of 10 f
their original values~the factor was chosen to fit the calc
lated gap and the gap betweenS1 and S2) by considering
that the dispersion widths and the band gap reported in
22 were stated to be overestimated.23

As shown in Fig. 4, although the two calculations we
performed using different methods~the Hartree-Fock ap
proximation method was used in Ref. 22 and the loc
density approximation method in Ref. 23! and different mag-
nitude of buckling for Si atoms forming Seiwatz chains, t

FIG. 4. Surface-state dispersions of the Ca/Si~111!-(231) sur-

face along theJ̄8-Ḡ-J̄ symmetry lines. The filled squares, circle
and triangles represent the peak and shoulder positions of
ARPES spectra obtained usinghn517, 21.2, and 35 eV, respec
tively. The open squares and circles are those obtained in

J̄8-G2nd
2 direction (G2nd

2 means theḠ point of the second Brillouin
zone! with hn517 and 21.2 eV. Solid~Ref. 22! and dashed~Ref.
23! gray lines are the theoretical surface-state dispersions der
from calculation for the Si~111!-(231) clean surface with Seiwat
structures.
24531
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dispersion behaviors of the two surface states are sim
That is, the upper surface state disperses first slightly upw
and then downward from theḠ point to the J̄ point and
upward from theḠ point to theJ̄8 point, and the lower sur-
face state disperses upward in both theḠ-J̄ and theḠ-J̄8
directions~it is hard to observe the upward dispersions of t
gray solid lines in Fig. 4 but they are clear in Ref. 22!. These
dispersion behaviors agree well with those ofS1 and S2.
Compared with the dispersions of the surface states of
Si~111!-(231) clean surface with the Seiwatz structur
those of the Si~111!-(231) clean surface with other struc
tures, i.e., the Pandeyp-bonded chain structure,24 the Chadi
p-bonded molecular structure,25 and the buckling structure,26

are different. The corresponding two surface states disp
downward in theḠ-J̄8 direction with a Pandeyp-bonded
chain structure,23,27 the lower surface state has a downwa
dispersion in theḠ-J̄8 direction with a Chadip-bonded mo-
lecular structure,28 and the upper surface state has only
continuative downward dispersion in theḠ-J̄ direction with a
buckling structure.22,28,29This indicate that only the disper
sion behaviors of the surface states of a clean surface w
Seiwatz structure agree with those of theS1 and S2 states.
Taking into account that an ionic interaction hardly affec
the dispersion behaviors of surface states and that a di
ence in magnitude of buckling might cause different disp
sion widths, we conclude that theS1 andS2 states originate
from orbitals of Si atoms that form a Seiwatz structu
Moreover, the observation of the semiconductingS1 state
suggests that the lowest unoccupied surface state of
Si~111!-(231) clean surface with a Seiwatz structure is fu
occupied by the donation of two electrons per (231) unit
cell. The presence of a Seiwatz structure and the numbe
electrons per unit cell, which corresponds to a 0.5 ML
coverage, strongly support the surface structure of the
Si~111!-(231) surface proposed in the literature.7–9

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied the electronic structure
the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface by ARPES using differen
photon energies. Two semiconducting surface states (S1 and
S2) were clearly observed in the bulk band gap, and one (S3)
in a pocket of the bulk band projection. The dispersions ofS1
andS2 completely follow a (231) periodicity. TheS1 state
disperses slightly upward and then downward from theḠ

point to theJ̄ point, and upward from theḠ point to theJ̄8

point, and theS2 state, which is only observed in the@112̄#

direction has an upward dispersion from theḠ point to theJ̄8
point. These dispersion features agree well with the disp
sions of the surface states obtained theoretically for a cl
Si~111!-(231) surface with a Seiwatz structure. Taking th
ionic interaction between Ca and Si atoms into account,
conclude that theS1 andS2 states originate from orbitals o
Si atoms that form a Seiwatz structure. This is a strong e
dence that the Ca/Si~111!-(231) surface is formed by a Sei
watz structure with a 0.5 ML Ca coverage as proposed in
literature.
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